Case Study: CROSS

PARTNER PROFILE:

In 2002, with just a toolbox in hand Craig Scott began his quest to
create a highly successful residential remodeling firm. He had his
sight set on building a business, atypical to your normal run-of-the-mill
construction and remodeling company.

25+ full-time
Employees

Construction
Industry

Today, with more than 25 full-time employees, Craig Scott continues to
expand his business—in both clientele and employees—while focusing
on what’s he’s most passionate about doing—building.

Growing
Business

OBJECTIVES

SUCCESSES

Formalize the business

Employees receive timely and accurate paychecks

Maintain HR compliance

Leverage 45+ HR experts

Attract and retain great employees

Successfully offload payroll and employee tax-related
activities

Secure “pay-as-you-go” workers’ compensation
coverage
Reduce payroll administration

Offer great employee benefits, including 401(k)
Deployed much-needed lost control services
Avoid resource-draining annual workers’
compensation audits

CRAIG SCOTT—PRESIDENT, CROSS
Craig Scott began working for a small remodeling firm as a trim carpenter after
completing his military service. He grew into a project manager role and, in the office,
learned the ins and outs of the administrative side. (You know how they say as you’re
growing your career, you learn what you want to do and what you don’t want to do? This
was one of those times. More to come on that later.)

PAYROLL | NOT AROUND THE KITCHEN TABLE
One of Scott’s biggest challenges initially came when it was time to complete payroll. Even
with a small employee count (four employees), the task was tedious. Still today, he recalls
those frustrating hours around his kitchen table, trying to calculate hours of work, employeerelated taxes, and having to manually write out paychecks for each of his employees.
His payroll challenge was the first and most identifiable need that he wanted to offload to a
PEO. For his employees, having a third-party reputable company legitimized the payroll process
and gave his employees a sense of comfort, knowing that their paychecks were always going to
be accurate and timely.
Offloading payroll was the beginning of giving Scott time back to focus on his passion, while
demonstrating to his employees that he was serious about his employer obligations.

BENEFITS | NOW THAT’S DIFFERENT
The construction industry, like many other industries,
can be defined by its own set of unique characteristics.
Typically, when someone sets out to start their own
construction company, their workforce consists primarily
of contractors and subcontractors—workers that are
hired per job and whose day-to-day activities are not
controlled by the hiring company.
For CROSS, that was quite different. Scott made it a
point to differentiate his company by offering a unique
staffing model, where he directly employed and factorytrained his employees. It’s often said “good help is hard
to find” and that is especially true in the construction
industry. So, when you’ve invested both time and
energy to develop a staff of employees that have honed
their craft, you do what you can to keep them. For
Scott, that meant offering his employees something
more than just competitive pay. It included offering a
stellar benefits package, not typical in the construction
industry. Employee benefits included dental, vision, and
401(k) with employer-match offerings.
Expanding benefits to his employees further
demonstrated Scott’s commitment to his employees,
their growth, and their value. To his employees, it
signified longevity, promise, stability, and care from
their employer.
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WORKERS’ COMP | IT DOESN’T HAVE TO BE A
NEGATIVE TERM
In a risk-prone industry such as construction, it’s
imperative that businesses and employees are
protected. The need for workers’ compensation
coverage is non-negotiable, but for many in this space,
that can seem overwhelming and enough to throw in the
proverbial drop cloth.
What Scott quickly realized after an in-depth coverage
assessment were the savings working with SWBC
would bring for them to write his workers’ compensation
coverage under the company’s master policy. By
partnering with SWBC PEO, CROSS’s staff now joins a
pool of 10,000+ employees (a compilation of all other
clients’ employees), rather than an individual group of
CROSS’s original 25 employees with no negotiating
power. For PEO clients, that equals strong negotiation
power—power, a small business is very unlikely to have.
Better negotiated workers’ compensation rates meant
more to his bottom line.
And, while not all accidents are unavoidable, it’s
important that business owners proactively take
measures to minimize risk and increase employee
education among some of the most common job site
occurrences. By partnering with SWBC PEO, Scott was
able to integrate SWBC’s top-notch training programs

A remodeled kitchen provided this client with a
functional kitchen space with a modern finish.
The result was a CROSS masterpiece.

into CROSS’s safety program, offering on-site training for
things such as ladder training and OSHA compliance—
training offerings that come standard when working
SWBC PEO. Had Scott wanted to deploy training at that
level, he would’ve had to pay for the curriculum, source
the trainer, and orchestrate schedules. Working with
SWBC PEO allowed the training opportunity to happen in
a seamless, turnkey fashion.
What’s more, working with SWBC PEO allowed Scott
to leverage the pay-as-you-go methodology, providing
a simple advantage to his monthly budgeting. And,
ensuring that all his I’s are dotted and T’s are crossed,
Scott is able to sidestep those pesky annual audits
because SWBC PEO’s industry experts have a committed,
unwavering eye on compliance monitoring.

If I hadn’t partnered
with SWBC PEO years
ago, CROSS wouldn’t be
where we are today.
Craig Scott
President, CROSS
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GROWING WITH THE BUSINESS
SWBC PEO started by merely providing payroll services for Craig
Scott at CROSS. When Scott saw the advantages of practically
having an “on-demand” HR team, he leveraged them for their
deeper offerings—benefits administration. As Scott’s company
has grown, so have his needs to remain a competitive vendor
and a competitive employer in his space.
In order to do both, he needed to get back time to be in the
field creating, building, and securing clients. “Partnering
with SWBC PEO has allowed me to grow my organization,”
said Scott.

To learn more about how SWBC PEO
can help your business with workers’
compensation or payroll needs, visit
swbc.com/peo-services or call
866.SWBC.PEO.
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